THANK YOU for buying our authentic huaraches! You have found the Most Comfortable & Best Huaraches on Earth.

Brand X Huaraches are handwoven to their insoles with soft vegetable tanned leather to cradle your feet in comfort.

The rainbow of vibrant & beautiful colors are made possible because we use only the best leather.

This leather molds to the shape of your feet while keeping them cool and dry!

Midsole cushioning conforms to your feet giving you that custom fit.

Ultra lightweight and durable soles provide traction and stability.

Brand X Huaraches should fit snug at first as they will stretch a little.

Variations in the leather/color/weave are normal. This is part of the charm of real huaraches.

No two pair are exactly alike.

...Continue your Brand X Huaraches adventure on Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and Twitter!

CARE INSTRUCTIONS

✓ Occasionally dust with clean cloth or shoe brush.

✓ If desired, LIGHTLY wax with shoe polish from time to time.

A size chart is available online at: brandxhuaraches.com